Customer Relationship Management:

An Overview of Five Best Practices
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and much like attention. to quality; it is an
ongoing and evolving :.eIOC€ss. Think about
the comRanies:whose cpstomer service
you find exemplary. L.L. Bean? Tne Ritz
Carlton? Disn~y? Amazon.come
theseorganizations
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and provide lessens for any-business,
latge or small. An ,overview of five
best practices is as follows:
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Every employee in your company
.should be familiar 'with your
philosophy on customer service and
empowered to assist customers as much
as possible. Give employees the leeway
and flexibility to resolve customer
complaints, within parameters with
which you are comfortable. Think of
times that you have been able to resolve
your own complaints with a company
quickly and easily, without being put on
perpetual hold "for a supervisor."
Your customer service policies can
also include standards for phone, voice
mail, and electronic communications,
and other business etiquette issues.
Pay attention to the details. How are
your phones answered; is it convenient
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for people to reach you? Are callers
required to listen to an endless menu
of choices by an auto attendant? If
you don't have a live person answering
the phone, is it easy for someone to
leave a message with the appropriate
person? Are voice mail greeting
messages up to date? Are calls from
customers and colleagues returned
promptly? Unfortunately it is all too
common to be "too busy" to return
phone calls or e-mail messages from
peers or colleagues, but these people
are also potential referral sources.
Cultivate a reputation as being reliable,
dependable, and willing to help, and
encourage these characteristics in your
employees as well.
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The more customers you have, the
.more difficult It-is to track things
manually or piece together contact lists.
CRM software, designed to track and
handle contacts as well as assess the
effectiveness of your marketing efforts,
has become much more affordable for
small businesses as well as much more
user-friendly. Automated reminders
to follow up with clients or potential
customers will help you become more
focused. Blogs and regulat e-mail
communications to customers can also
be set up with a minimum investment.
Remember, automation does not
mean giving up "the personal touch."
Regular follow up helps generate repeat
business and word of mouth referrals.
This can be something as simple as
sending a personal, handwritten note
to a customer or making a quick phone
call to pass along information. Don't
ignore the existing customers you
worked so hard to obtain-especially
the "quiet ones" who don't demand
much of your time.
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In spite of all we know about
the principles of good customer
service and in spite of our good
intentions, there will always be
occasions when mistakes are made
and customers are dissatisfied.
Handling these situations requires
tactfulness, finesse, taking
responsibility for problems, and
working to resolve them quickly.
You may feel the customer is dead
wrong, but listen and empathize
~

""_"j '-what

services does your target
~ ~-:.K-dnce you have the right software,
.market really want or need?
-= ~
-'i.as well as policies and procedures
:Why did they choose- you inste~d~
- ~_ = -in place, in\l'esting--rhe time and money -~
of a competitorwho
offers sin)Jlar -=--:--~ - to traii'i employees is critical. It won't
services? Make it_easy for cUstomer~-~';_
do any good to have CRM software
to reach the approp:rii.tte B;opl~ in _ =c_ = ~~ ins,Etlle~if i~ isn't uSe"d.It is not
=~your company to express tHeir needs, - '<' __ - uncommon _for~mployees to resist ~"perceptions, and complaints, and ;._-~
~. - chang~and_the::"g~oWing~pains" Ob::_ -:--use appr-opriate tools to measure .doing thing~ iliffe£ently. Your own -~_
customer satisfaction. Consider _
__efficiency anCLemploye-eproductivity =developing frequency programs,
__ - =maydrop during the learning curve. Be
which provide rewards to your
patient. Regular practice will eventually
best customers, or discounts aod pay off~ -p-ackage pricing deals to attract
-_Remember that training is oot a
new customers. Solicit ideas from
one-rime thing. Technology _changes;
employees frequently. They are the
skills need updating. Investing in your
ones "in the trenches" who deal
company's growth includes investment
with clients and their families 00 a
in ongoing training.
daily basis.
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anyway. Chances are you will learn
something that will enable you
to improve some aspect of your
business. Since most dissatisfied
customers will never complain but

will "vote with their feet,"-or
badmouth your company to
people they know-any

complaint

you do receive is an opportunity
to review your processes.
Basically there are two ways
that companies retain customers;
either the customer feels that
making a switch is too costly, or
the customer is highly satisfied
and feels
no need to
take his/her
business
elsewhere.
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Acknowledge
.the 'stars' who
consistently practice
good customer service,
whether they are the
employees answering
the phones or care
managers working with
clients and their families.
Recognition does not
necessarily mean a cash bonus. Verbal
recognition or small "perks" send
employees the message that you
appreciate their hard work and the
value they bring to your company.

In the care
management
field, "high
switching
barriers"
that prevent
customers
from leaving
are not likely. Excellent customer
service is the key.
*Marlenc Dube, MS, lvlBA is based
oj Bristol; cr and is a member of
Connecticut Comlllllnity Care, Inc.
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